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Pushchair style wheelbase for special seating. Pushchair convenience
combined with the strength and durability of a MoJo wheelbase.
Suitable for toddlers and young children.
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Pram style handles
Up and down adjustment to allow the carer to find their most 
comfortable position.

2 position rear wheel settings
2 position rear wheel setting for extra stability when required.

Rear wheel brakes
Reliable rear wheel brakes with easy operation and adjustment.

Footrests and footboxes
Available with a range of footboxes, 
footrests and sandals.

Innovative features:

Tilt in space
Foot operated tilt in space facility makes seat angle 
adjustment easy for client comfort.

Transport at any angle
Front and rear transportation tie down points are frame mounted to 
allow the seat angle to be set to any angle during transport.

Designed for you

Quick-Lok interface
Switch seating systems easily, increasing wheelbase 
life span.
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Folds down for transportation & storage

Pushchair looks and manoeuvrability combined with 
the strength and durability of a MoJo wheelbase.

The MoJo Stroller 2 has been designed to look like a 
pushchair but is still fully compatible with SOS custom 
moulded and modular seating systems.

MoJo Stroller 2 folds down like a pushchair and fits in most 
car boots, ideal for busy parents. Stroller 2 is available in one 
size with a range of frame colours.

Buggy style wheels
strong, buggy style wheels for all terrain

Available with under-seat storage
Detachable net carrier accessory is available for storage without 
affecting stability.

Sun and rain
canopies available

Detachable
net carrier

Suitable for toddlers and young children
MoJo Stroller 2 is suitable for toddlers and young children 
and is compatible with our custom moulded and modular 
seating systems.

Pram style handles
Up and down adjustment to allow the carer to find their most 
comfortable position.

Lightweight and easy to manoeuvre
Weighing just 16.5kg MoJo Stroller 2 is easy to push and 
chunky rear tyres make turning on the spot easy.

Easy to fold and store
The Stroller folds down like a push chair and fits in most car 
boots making it easy to store.

SOS Quick-Lok as standard
Quick-Lok makes it possible to swap seating systems easily. 
This increases the life span of the wheelbase as the client 
grows.

Safety tested for transportation
All MoJo wheelbases are crash tested 
with special seating and are suitable for 
transportation.

Accessories to meet every need
MoJo Stroller 2 is available a range of accessories including 
under-seat net carrier and sun/rain canopy

Improves sitting tolerance
Tilt in space allows the seating position to be adjusted, 
making sitting still for a long period more comfortable.
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MoJo Stroller 2 with BB 
seating system and footbox

Lightweight and easy to manoeuvre
Weighing just 16.5kg MoJo Stroller 2 is easy to push and 
chunky rear tyres make turning on the spot easy.

Easy to fold and store
The Stroller folds down like a push chair and fits in most car boots 
making it easy to store.

Stroller 
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Options and accessories
Sun shade/rain canopy
(Sun shade sold separately)

Footrests
Wide range of options.
Available with swing aside 
footrest (optional)

Armrests
Padded options available

Net carrier
Convenient under-seat 
storage attached to 
frame (removable)

Choice of wheels
Standard (right)
Rough Terrain (left)

Attendant hub brakes
Controlled via switch fitted 
near the handles (optional)

Activity tray
(Not pictured) Oxygen carrier

Attaches to frame

Pram handles
Replaces the two handles 
with a pram-style bar

Cosy toes
Leg and foot warmer to 
match seating upholstery

Metallic blue Metallic pink

Solid black

Metallic red Metallic green

Metallic purple Metallic silver

Choice of colours
MoJo Stroller 2 specification

Measurements Units standard

Age range (approx) mths/yrs age 1+

Max user weight kg 45

Tilt angle degrees 0° to +27°

Weight (when empty) kg 16.5

A Length (maximum inc. footrest) mm 1200

B Length (minimum) mm 820

C Height (maximum) mm 1185

D Height (minimum) mm 820

E Width mm 615

F Minimum turning radius mm 640

G Minimum folded length mm 720

H Minimum folded height mm 510

J Wheelbase (front to back) mm 495

K Front wheel track mm 495

L Rear wheel track mm 565

M Frame width mm 381


